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Response Theory, Rasch model), or monitoring of time progress. Finally, the ICT basis of the national 
testing in elementary schools may be understood as a strength of the whole system. 

(31) Literacy and numeracy are firmly embedded in legislative and strategic documents (e.g. education 
development strategies, special literacy and numeracy strategies) of all the OECD countries of our 
interest. Reading literacy and numeracy are generally emphasised. Foreign language literacy, scientific 
literacy, ICT literacy and social literacy are mentioned less frequently. In this regard, socioeconomic 
conditions of particular countries are relevant (e.g. importance of scientific literacy for industrial 
countries such as Germany and the United States, or importance of social literacy for socially sensitive 
Nordic countries). 

(32) The idea of literacy and numeracy is mentioned also in Czech strategic documents. However, a wider 
operationalization is missing so far. Key competences, relevant also for the literacy and numeracy 
concept, are defined in framework education programmes. However, literacy and numeracy are hardly 
mentioned in these programmes. These facts are subsequently reflected in school education programmes 
as well. 

(33) There are different conditions for literacy and numeracy development in the OECD countries of our 
interest. In this regard, the following position of the Czech Republic may be identified: 

(33a) The Czech Republic is a country with low financial allocation on education. 
(33b) The Czech Republic is a country with higher participation of children in the early phase of 
education. 
(33c) The Czech Republic is a country with low level of stimulation factors for teacher profession. 
(33d) The Czech Republic is a country with low share of young teachers and male teachers. 
(33e) The Czech Republic is a country with higher emphasis on competition and selectivity in education. 
(33f) The Czech Republic is a country with lower quality of school education environment. 
(33g) The Czech Republic is a country with low quality of socioeconomic characteristics of students’ 
home environment.  

 (34) The main differentiating factors of students’ education performance in the OECD countries of our 
interest are socioeconomic characteristics of schools and students’ home environment, participation of 
schools in competitive environment, interest of parents in education quality, participation of students in 
the early phase of education, interest of students in education, and student language origin.  

 (35) Better results of female students in reading literacy, positive impact of quality teaching and better 
financial conditions of teachers are other differentiating factors of student education performance in the 
OECD countries of our interest.  

 (36) The Context questionnaires as a part of national testing and national statistical indicators are the 
main sources of information on the differentiating factors of student education performance in the OECD 
countries of our interest.  

 (37) There are different types of the OECD countries of our interest when considering their education 
performance on one hand and education equity on the other. Consequently, the countries ought to 
choose different intervention strategies of their education policies. The countries with higher disparities in 
education performance should focus their interventions on lagging students. 
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(38) Frequent grade repetition, tracking and streaming of students in the early phase of education and 
high school competition belong to the most relevant factors of high disparities in education performance 
of the OECD countries of our interest. 

(39) There are a number of large-scale initiatives focused on literacy and numeracy development in the 
OECD countries of our interest (e.g. the Australian Initiative, or the Norwegian Science for the Future 
strategy). Methodologically, the initiatives are embedded in the strategic planning processes. Thus, an 
evaluation and monitoring system is formulated. Results of national testing are traditionally used. 
Alternatively, more qualitative expert evaluation may be used. 

(40) Efficient evaluation and monitoring system of literacy and numeracy development is conditioned by 
the accessibility and quality of statistical indicators – SMART indicators. Systematic organization of 
statistical indicators is relevant as well. Thus, the levels of inputs, outputs and outcomes ought to be 
distinguished. 

(41) In the Czech Republic, there is a wide range of rather uncoordinated instruments which are focused 
on literacy and numeracy development. Moreover, a systematic organization of statistical indicators and 
an efficient evaluation and monitoring system of literacy and numeracy development are missing. 
Therefore, the principles of strategic planning are not respected. 

(42) There are different attitudes to positive and negative impacts of the state organized standardized 
testing in the Czech Republic. School directors and teachers disagree with any impact of the state 
organized standardized testing more often than school inspectors or employers. Generally, conflicts 
between proponents and opponents of national standardized testing may be anticipated. 

(43) Respecting the findings from the preceding point, there are different attitudes to the objectivity of 
results provided from the state organized standardized testing in the Czech Republic. There are equal 
shares of school directors and teachers who agree and disagree with the assertion. It is noteworthy that 
international tests PISA and PIRLS/TIMSS are more trustworthy than the state organized standardized 
testing in the Czech Republic. 

(44) The state organized standardized testing is generally perceived as an instrument which may be used 
for the identification of educational needs of students. In this regard, the state organized standardized 
testing provides opportunities to be used in the intervention strategies focused on the students with the 
worst education results. Also the link between the state part of the Matura exam and the entrance to 
tertiary education is perceived positively. However, there are doubts on objectivity of the exam. 

(45) The compliance between school education programmes, education content and the state organized 
standardized testing is generally perceived to be high. On the contrary, there are different attitudes to the 
question on publishing the results from the state organized standardized testing. School directors and 
teachers disagree with the publishing more often than parents, employers, regional and local authorities. 
Once again, conflicts between proponents and opponents of national standardized testing may be 
anticipated. Finally, the relationship between the results of the state organized standardized testing on one 
hand and financial allocation on the other is perceived rather negatively. 

(46) The following findings may be further identified:  
- The ICT based state organized standardized testing is highly preferred. 
- Whole-population state organized standardized testing is slightly preferred to sample based testing. 
- Commercial testing is not perceived to be better than the state organized standardized testing. 
- There is a general interest in strengthening the advising role of the Czech School Inspectorate. 
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